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RI governor
candidate
Caprio
speaks

LGBTQ and Allies create Faculty
and Staﬀ Caucus

October 15, 2010

Smithfield, RI

By Matthew Gallagher
Staff Writer

On Tuesday, October 4,
Bryant had the pleasure of
welcoming Frank Caprio,
Rhode Island General Treasurer and Democratic candidate for governor, to campus
for a discussion on how his
business background aﬀects
his public service career.
Caprio studied economics
at Harvard University and
went on to get his law degree
from Suﬀolk University. He
served in both the Rhode Island House of Representatives and the State Senate
before being elected to the
Treasurer in 2006.
At ﬁrst the event seemed as
if it would be nothing more
than a campaign rally with a
table set up handing out pamphlets and stickers, but
Caprio maintained a focus on
the students rather than himself. He delivered advice to
those who a5ended with, at
times, a professor-like presence, carefully presenting the
details of economic circumstances in which he had been
an actor.
His major piece of advice:
don’t be afraid to go against
the grain. He said that when
everybody says one thing, it is
o4en “be5er to be on the opposite side.” One example
that he presented was the
subprime mortgage crisis,
which ruined many ﬁnancial
institutions. Despite being
told how big the payoﬀ was,
as Treasurer, Caprio decided
to keep the taxpayers’ money
away from those investments
because there was too much
risk. The candidate said that
few other states were as wise.
Mr. Caprio also emphasized transparency in government. He claimed that you
“shouldn’t have to be a private investigator to see how
the government spends its
money.” Under Caprio, the
Treasury Department put all
of its records online in real
time, in a similar manner to
online banking.
He brought the story back
to his theme of standing

See ‘Frank Caprio’ on
page 2

By Meagan Vuolo
Staff Writer

In the spring of 2010, The
LGBTQ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender and
Queer/Questioning) and Allies Faculty and Staff Caucus,
also known as “The Caucus,”
was established. Judy McDonnell, a sociology professor
on campus, and Nicholas
Poche, a Resident Director in
Hall 16, came up with the
idea for The Caucus in response to a bias incident regarding a student’s sexual
orientation that took place in
a Bryant classroom.
After helping this student,
Judy and Nick decided that
students on campus needed a
clear support system to help
them through any similar circumstances that may arise in
the future. In regards to what
exactly The Caucus does,
Nick said, “The formal mission is pretty simple: To cultivate and sustain a welcoming
and affirming climate on campus for LGBTQ employees,
students, and their families
and visitors.” Nick also encourages anyone with questions about this organization
to email him at
npoche@bryant.edu.

(L-R) Resident Director, Nicholas Poche and Professor of Sociology, Judith McDonnell

The Caucus has hosted 2
meetings so far; the goal is to
meet at least monthly and as
issues arise that need to be
addressed. Nick proudly announced, “We’ve received an
overwhelming positive response from administration
and faculty. There were about
30 people at both meetings.”
Faculty and staff are welcome
to join The Caucus at any
point throughout the year.
Members are encouraged
to attend meetings, but they
can also simply sign up to receive email notifications
about The Caucus’ upcoming
activities or help generate
ideas for future meetings.
The major discussion at the
most recent meeting was
about the series of tragic
LGBTQ suicides across the
country. The Caucus is determined to address similar
problems at Bryant University
such as bullying, hate, and violence.
One goal of The Caucus is
to arrange safe zone training
on campus. Nick explained,
“a safe zone is a formalized
training program where employees are trained to respond
to LGBTQ or questioning in
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order to support them or provide resources to them for
coming out or being out on
campus.” Right now, The
Caucus is just starting to work
toward this goal by setting up
a committee, but the goal is to
have this program in place by
the end of this spring.
When this program is set
up, the administrators and
faculty at Bryant will go
through comprehensive training with sensitivity on
GLBTQ issues and specific
counseling practices to be utilized. After finishing the
training, a sticker is placed on
the administrator or faculty
member’s office door to identify him/her to students as a
resource for support and to
show that the office is a safe
and confidential place to talk.
The Caucus’ long term
goal, Nick said, is “to shed
light on the need for a comprehensive LGBTQ resource
center on campus with dedicated full-time staff members.” This resource center
would be a space where students can safely convene, and
the full-time staff member
would develop co-curricular
programs on campus to edu-

(Kelsey Nowak)

cate everyone about LGBTQ
issues and ultimately advocate for the LBTQ community.
The Caucus plans on working
with Bryant Pride to achieve
common goals and address
common issues. The Caucus
is mainly concerned with
spreading the word about
their organization because, as
Nick stated, “we won’t meet
our mission if students don’t
know we’re available. We
have to get ourselves out in
the community so students
know that we’re an avenue for
them if they need support or
to file grievances.”
While The Caucus has
plenty of support from faculty, administration, and students, there are bound to be
some people that don’t support this cause. Nick responded to the negative
feedback by saying, “We invite anyone with dissent to
come to our meetings and
allow us to educate them
about the purpose and importance of our organization.”
The Caucus is really about the
entire community and the organization stresses the importance of not only the LGBTQ,
but also the allies.

Frank Caprio
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Rhode Island gubernatorial candidate, Frank Caprio greets
a Bryant student
(Kelsey Nowak)

against the tide. Other departments did not want to go online, but Caprio’s independent
actions “embarrassed” many
of them into following suit.
As for the campaign,
Caprio stresses a partnership
between small business and
government. The candidate
has spent time talking with
small business leaders and
concluded that the problem in
Rhode Island is that government is considered their
enemy. He seeks to implement programs that will forge
a friendship between businesses and government. The
plan that he seeks to implement will divert money that

the state currently spends on
large corporations to small
businesses. Caprio claims that
if every small business in the
state could hire one more employee, the unemployment
rate would be cut in half.
Anyone on campus who
would like to see more of the
rhetorical skills of Caprio, as
well as of the other candidates
for governor, should a5end
the last gubernatorial debate,
which will be held on Bryant’s
campus at the end of the
month. Make sure you keep
your eyes out for more information and don’t miss your
chance to witness history as it
happens.

Editor’s Note: Writer Credit Correction

In the October 8, 2010 edition of The Archway, the
article titled “Dr. Maya Angelou shares shories, inspiration at PPAC” was credited to Meagan Vuolo.
This story was actually written by
Janhavi Nerurkar.

Dedication of the Ronald K
and Kati C Interfaith Center

october 15, 2010

By Fira Zainal
Staff Writer

On the a4ernoon of Friday,
October 8th 2010 the awardwinning Interfaith Center was
oﬃcially dedicated and renamed as the Ronald K. and
Kati C. Machtley Interfaith
Center. The short dedication
ceremony which lasted close
to an hour took place in the
Interfaith Center which was
graced by the presence of
members from the Bryant
University Board of Trustees,
faculty, staﬀ, and students.
There were also several
alumni who were present at
the ceremony, as it coincided
with Homecoming Weekend.
"Naming a building for a
si5ing president and his wife
is not a traditional step for a
university to take," said
Thomas A. Taylor '63, former
chairman of Bryant's Board of
Trustees and currently an active honorary trustee. "All too
o4en universities wait until
a4er a president has departed. Our Board, however,
was unanimous in wanting to
recognize Ron and Kati's distinguished service at this
time. They have accomplished
so much in advancing Bryant
during their 14 years of leadership, and we felt that naming Bryant's stunning
Interfaith Center in their
honor was especially in keeping with their faith and character."
"Placing Ron and Kati
Machtley's names on the Interfaith Center, a landmark
nondenominational spiritual

See ‘Interfaith’ on page 5

facility, serves as an enduring
tribute to the pivotal contributions they have made to
Bryant," said Michael E.
Fisher '67, chairman of the
University's Board of
Trustees. "Their guidance dramatically transformed the
Bryant campus with the addition of the George E. Bello
Center for Information and
Technology, the Elizabeth and
Malcolm Chace Wellness and
Athletic Center, and the Interfaith Center - an arc of buildings that symbolize the
education of the whole person
in mind, body, and spirit. This
dedication recognizes nearly
15 years of leadership and the
Board's anticipation of their
continued service."
Reverend Phillip Devens,
Father Robert Marciano and
Rabbi Navah Levine were the
three Bryant University Chap-

lains that presented a brief
speech during the ceremony
commending the dedication
of the Interfaith Center towards President and Mrs.
Machtley “The ceremony was
a beautiful ceremony,” says
Rabbi Navah Levine. She continues, “It was impressive that
it was a crystal clear and
unanimous decision - clearly
the trustees came up with the
decision that they felt comfortable with. The Machtley’s
have put their heart and soul
not just in this building but
also towards the rest of the
campus.”
The Interfaith Center's Program Associate John Nesbi5
says that the dedication is
very ﬁ5ing as the Machtley’s
vision has always been to include the spiritual dimension
of life in the formation of the
students, alongside education

(L-R) Ronald K. Machtley, Kati C. Machtley, Michael Fisher
and Tom Taylor (Fira Zainal)

Cultural CoffeeBryant welcomes
house series brings Father Bob Marciano
Latin dance lessons
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By Meagan Voulo
Staff Writer

On October 6th, the first
Cultural Coffeehouse of the
semester was co-hosted by
SPB and MSU in honor of
Latino Heritage month. The
event started at 9pm in South
Dining Hall and ended
around 10:30pm. This cultural coffeehouse featured
popular Latin dances – flamenco, meringue, and
bachata – taught by two instructors from Worcester, MA.
There were approximately 25
students gathered together to
learn the basics of these
dances and then relax while
enjoying some traditional
Latin cuisine.
Carol Pacheco, VP of
Latino View explained that
the planning process for the
cultural coffeehouse started at
the beginning of the
summer.
Committees
of SPB and
MSU members have
been working hard for
months to
decide on a
theme, find
dancing instructors, research
Latin cuisine, and much more,
all of which resulted in a fun
filled night for everyone.
The cultural coffeehouse
series consists of several
events throughout the year.
The first event was the “kickoff”, which was held in the
beginning of September. A
table was set up in the rotunda with Latin American
flags during class hours to attract students. In addition,
prizes were awarded to students that stopped by the
table and successfully answered a short quiz about
Latin American culture.
Some of the prizes include
movie tickets and DVDs.
There was also a variety of
Dominican food available for
everyone to try. The next
event was held later in the
month – the opening dinner.
The highlight of the evening
was a 3 time world champion
boxer from Puerto Rico who

came to speak about his troubled past and how he overcame everything to the point
that he won the championship.
The next event in the cultural coffeehouse series will
take place on October 22nd the noche caliente. The noche
caliente, Carol Pacheco explained, “[is a] dance party
where we pretty much have
all types of Spanish music.”
This event is open to students
both on and off campus. Following the noche caliente is
the cultural coffeehouse series
finale, which takes place during parent and family weekend on Saturday, October
30th.
MSU and SPB are in the
process of booking different
bands, a Brazilian dance
group, a Peruvian dance
group, and
another flamenco
dancing
demonstration. The finale’s theme
is “day of
the dead”
which is a
holiday celebrated in
Latin American countries in
order to honor those that
passed away. There will be
tons of activities for people to
do at the finale.
For example, there will be
sugar skulls available to decorate with beads and other decorations, which is a practice
commonly done in Mexico.
Carol seemed quite certain
that the finale will attract a
large audience, so everyone
should consider attending.
SPB and MSU will send
out mass e-mails to Bryant
students to advertise the upcoming events in the cultural
coffeehouse series. In addition tons of posters will span
the outside of the unistructure
and other areas around the
Bryant campus. Finally, SPB’s
street team will personally
hand out flyers to spread the
word as the dates of the
events approach, so keep an
eye out!

Carol Pacheco, VP of
Latino View explained
that the planning process
for the cultural coffeehouse started at the beginning of the summer.
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Father Bob Marciano, Bryant’s new Catholic Chaplain (Allison Salzberg)

By Allison Salzberg
PR Manager

Last year, Bryant received
some sad news when Father
Joe Pescatello announced he
would be leaving to go on a
sabbatical in Italy. However,
Bryant has been lucky enough
to welcome Father Bob Marciano into the Campus Ministry, as he takes over as the
new Catholic Chaplain for
our university.
Father Bob is a self described “Italian kid from Federal Hill,” as he was born in
Providence College and grew
up in Warwick. He attended
Bishop Hendricken High
School and went on to Providence College, graduating in
1979. During his time at PC,
he was also in the seminary
(in Warwick). Father Bob said
he enjoyed this experience of
being able to be both in college and in the seminary at
the same time, instead of the
old system of being in a
closed seminary.
Once he graduated from
Providence, he went on to St.
Bernard’s Seminary in
Rochester, New York to complete his Master’s. “A priest
does 8 years of studies,” said
Father Bob, explaining that
most priests’s will get a Bachelor’s in Philosophy and then
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go on to complete a Master’s
in Theology. When St.
Bernard’s Seminary ended up
closing while Father Bob was
there, he at first took it as a
sign from God, and wondered
if he should “cash in and go
home.” However, the Bishop
asked him if he would go to
St. John’s Parish in Boston,
where he stayed until he was
ordained a priest on December 10, 1983.
Father Bob then started his

‘Bryant is so heavy on
giving back… it has a
terrific humanitarian
side to it’ Fr. Bob said
Parish duties with his first assignment being St. Joseph’s in
Woonsocket. After 6 years at
St. Joseph’s he continued on to
St. Joan of Arc in Cumberland
and then St. Kevin in Warwick. He became the Pastor of
St. Rose in 1994 and stayed
there until 2006, when he was
asked to go on active duty for
the Air Force.
This opportunity came
about because Father Bob was
the Chaplain of the 143rd Air
Lift Wing of the Rhode Island
Air National Guard in Quon-
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set, Rhode Island. He served
the role of a traditional
guardsman and spent 3 weeks
after September 11th at the
Pentagon working in the Mortuary Recovery. Through this
experience, he was able to
meet many national figures
who eventually asked him to
stay full time in Washington.
“I declined, because I was
very happy as a parish priest
and I liked what I was doing,”
Father Bob said.
But, in 2004, a young soldier named Matthew, who
Father Bob had given a First
Communion to, was killed in
Iraq. Father Bob said, “I decided then that Matthew had
given everything, so I needed
to step up.” Two years later,
Father Bob was back in Washington and went back to
school at the Air War College.
Eventually, Father Bob was
promoted to Colonel and took
over as the Chief of Chaplains
for the Air National Guard.
He traveled the world for 3
years, wherever the troops
were, he would go. He finished up his duties this year,
and when he came back to
Rhode Island, he was asked if
he would consider the position of Bryant’s Catholic
Chaplain.
Since they are good
friends, Father Joe called Father Bob to see if he would
look around at Bryant, and
take a look at the Parish. Father Bob is also the Pastor at
Our Lady of Good Help in
Mapleville, Rhode Island and
the Rhode Island state Chaplain for the National Guard.
It will be 27 years in December that Father Bob has
been a priest, and he is very
happy to be here at Bryant.
He also serves as the advisor
for Delta Chi and admires the
community service side of
Bryant.
“Bryant is so heavy on
giving back… it has a terrific
humanitarian side to it,” he
said. Father Bob said that he
is looking forward to his time
here at Bryant, and hopes to
continue to nourish and keep
the faith growing of the
Catholic populations that he
encounters.

Study Abroad Spotlight: Chayenne Chin
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Name: Chayenne Chin
Class of: 2011

University: University of Melbourne
Location: Australia
Partner: IES Abroad
Semester Abroad: Summer 2010
Duration: 6 weeks, mid June to July

Reason for going:
I have always wanted to study abroad and a7er
transferring to Bryant last year I learned about all
the various opportunities that were available. My
family is from Malaysia and China, and I have traveled there during the summer to visit them every
other year. My cousin who lives in Melbourne convinced me to study abroad there, and I am glad I
went. It was amazing!
Best experience/memory: My best experience was
skydiving in Cairns, Queensland
during the last week of my stay.
I’ve never been skydiving before, and this was an awesome
experience to be able to do it in
Australia!
Funny cultural experience: The
Australian accent was a li9le
hard to get used to at ﬁrst and
they tend to use diﬀerent words
to describe certain things.
(e.g) U.S. rain boots, ﬂip ﬂops
and sleeping bags Australia:
gumboots, thongs, swags.

SPB Spring
Weekend:
How to vote

By Dan Tothill
Contributing Writer

If you could bring any
artist to campus to perform
for Spring Weekend who
would you choose? Your answer is not a guarantee of
turning that dream into reality, but it is the ﬁrst step we
take each year in deciding
what performer we would
like to see perform at Bryant.
This year we’ve utilized a text
message voting system to
allow easier student response
and provide results in real
time. The poll will remain
open through this Friday (October 15th) at midnight.
The results will serve as
the primary guidance for the
band selection commi9ee as
we set about making our decision. While all suggestions
for individual acts are more
than welcome through our
website, we must keep to
genre for polling purposes because there are a tremendous
amount of variables in pu9ing
a show as big as Spring Weekend. Artist availability, price,
and popularity are all subject
to wild ﬂuctuations between
now and our spring date.
These are factors outside of
our control and are the primary reason for why we keep
our selection process secret.
Selecting an artist is not as
simple as selecting a product
in a store, just because our
funds, dates, and location are
all set, artists frequently back
out in the last minute for a
multitude of reasons. The
most glaring one facing our
campus is the lack of an adequate performance space.
Last year’s Third Eye Blind
concert was as successful as
possible, but the cramped
gymnasium and terrible
acoustics were by far the
biggest complaints.
This year promises to be
be9er than ever but we can
only do it with your support!
Here’s how to vote
View live results:
www.bryantspb.org
Text your keyword to: 22333
Keywords: “Country”
“Hiphop” “Pop” “Rock”
Contact Us: spb@bryant.edu

How was the school diﬀerent from Bryant University?
The school was a large University of about 30,000
students and vastly diﬀerent from Bryant. There
were movie theatres, coﬀee shops and an art gallery
within walking distance of the campus. There was a
diverse mix of backgrounds, such as American, German, and Chinese students.
Would you study abroad again given the opportunity?
Without a doubt, YES! I absolutely loved my experience abroad and would deﬁnitely study abroad
again (hopefully for a longer period of time). I
would recommend study abroad to every college
student. It gave me the chance to meet many new
students as well as being immersed in another culture for almost two months. It was phenomenal!
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Interfaith

Continued from page 2 as they go

through life at

Bryant.
When asked to comment on what he
thought of those opposed to the renaming of
the building, Mr. Nesbi9 points out that even
President Machtley, Mrs. Machtley and the
members of the Bryant University Board of
Trustees acknowledged the departure from
tradition.
“O7en dedications are made when people
have le7 or passed on, but I think this is an appropriate departure from the classic tradition.
People have raised the issue but it’s never a
problem when buildings are dedicated to people posthumously, and examples include
churches as well as other religious or faith centers. In this case, I’m pleased with the dedication and think it’s appropriate,” says Nesbi9.
Opened in September 2009, the nondenominational Ronald K. and Kati C. Machtley Interfaith Center serves as the common ground
where students, faculty and staﬀ of all faith
may come to express their religious beliefs,
practices and spiritual faiths. The building was
designed by internationally-renowned archi-

tectural ﬁrm Gwathmey Siegal & Associates,
which also designed the Bello Center here on
the Bryant University campus. Other celebrated works by the architectural ﬁrm include
Gwathmey Siegel’s addition to and renovation
of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in
New York City, which is one of the ﬁrm’s most
celebrated and critically acclaimed works.
There are many activities and events that
intellectually-curious and interested students,
staﬀ or faculty can partake in to broaden their
mind and learn more about other faiths and
religion. Such examples of past activities and
events would be the recently completed
Speaker Series titled "Five Faith Perspectives
on Building a Peaceable World" which kicked
oﬀ last November and ended early this month.
The Speaker Series saw featured speaker from
the Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Hindu and
Buddhist faiths sharing and discussing their
religious faiths.
The Ronald K. and Kati Machtley Interfaith
Center is open Monday to Friday from 8am to
10pm. On Saturdays and Sundays, it is open to
the public from 11am to 10pm.

DPS LOG

Bryant University
Department Of Public Safety
Daily Media Log

HARASSMENT
OCT 5 2010-Tuesday at 10:10
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student reported to DPS that she
was being harassed. DPS investigated and
charges are being ﬁled.
FIRE ALARM (Building)
OCT 7 2010Thursday at 20:54
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A ﬁre alarm was received at DPS
for an activated smoke sensor in a townhouse.
It was found that a resident of the townhouse
had burned food on the stove. Smithﬁeld Fire
arrived and the alarm was reset.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
OCT 8 2010Friday at 10:40
Location: HALL 16 LOT
Summary: A student reported his vehicle has
been keyed while parked in the commuter lot.
DPS is investigating.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
OCT 8 2010Friday at 13:40
Location: HALL 16 LOT
Summary: A student reported the sport mirror of her vehicle had been broken oﬀ the car.
DPS is investigating.

DRUG ACTIVITY
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 00:34
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS responded to a report of an
odor of marĳuana. DPS investigated and
Smithﬁeld Police was requested to respond to
campus. SPD issued a summons to the offender and on campus charges have been ﬁled.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 00:46
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated male in the residence hall. EMS was activated and the person transported to Fatima
Hospital for treatment.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 01:05
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received report of a female
not feeling well. EMS was activated and the
person was transported to Fatima Hospital via
a personal vehicle. She refused to be transported by rescue.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 01:18
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated female. EMS was activated and the student was transported to Fatima Hospital for
treatment.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL)

Students meet with
Fed Reserve Chairman
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OCT 9 2010-

Saturday at 11:09
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: An RA reported that the front door
to a Residence Hall was damaged. DPS is investigating.

THEFT
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 16:39
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student reported their wallet was
stolen. DPS is investigating.

ACCIDENT (MVA) Motor Vehicle Accident
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 18:54
Location: JACOB'S DRIVE
Summary: DPS received a reported motor vehicle accident by the Entry Control Station.
There were no reported injuries. DPS arrived
on scene and a report was taken as well a
Smithﬁeld Police responding to campus and as
report being taken.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
OCT 9 2010-Saturday at 22:13
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of an intoxicated male. EMS was activated and the person
transported to Fatima Hospital for treatment
by Smithﬁeld Rescue.

STUDENT CONDUCT Student Conduct Violation OCT 10 2010-Sunday at 00:32
Location: TOWNHOUSE VILLAGE
Summary: DPS received a report of a person
throwing a bo9le at a DPS vehicle. The individual was identiﬁed and on campus charges
have been ﬁled.
VANDALISM OCT 10 2010-Sunday at 13:38
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: DPS received a report of a student
that their coﬀee table was damaged in their
townhouse. DPS is investigating.

VANDALISM (AUTO)
OCT 11 2010Monday at 15:53
Location: STRIP PARKING
Summary: DPS received a report from a student that the driver’s side mirror was knocked
oﬀ their vehicle. DPS took a report and is investigating the incident.
BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported

To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to
www.bryant.edu/bias or call the Bias Incident
Hotline at x6920
Bias related incident – a threatened, attempted, or completed action that is motivated
by bigotry and bias regarding a person’s real
or perceived race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or gender
status. Examples of these incidents include
name calling, oﬀensive language/acts, and
graﬃti/behavior.
The DPS Crime Prevention Oﬃcers:
“TIP OF THE WEEK”

Take ﬁre drills seriously!
Always evacuate when a ﬁre alarm sounds.

By Ariana Ricci
Copy Editor

On Monday, October 4, a
total of 39 Bryant students,
along with faculty members,
were fortunate enough to partake in a town-hall-style meeting with Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke.
These students, who are
studying ﬁnance and/or economics here at Bryant, were
joined by students from all 11
colleges across Rhode Island.
A handful of students were
chosen to ask questions of
Bernanke, bringing him back
to his days as a college professor at schools such as Princeton and Stanford.
Senior a9endee Daniela
Mejia was “surprised that the
people who were selected to
ask questions did not ask the
hard ones.” For instance, one
student asked Bernanke for
advice on college debt, while
another hoped to receive investment tips, an inquiry to
which Bernanke responded
with a joke as to why he could
not be very forthcoming
about this. As Daniela noted,
he is not able to “openly discuss [certain] issues outside of
the Federal Open Market
Commi9ee meetings.”
Mr. Bernanke did, however, oﬀer some macroeconomic analysis. Junior Feifei
Chen, who also a9ended,
commented that “monetary
and ﬁscal policy were discussed,” with Bernanke “emphasizing stability” for the
long run. In her opinion, “he
seemed to take a neutral
standpoint about many of the
issues, though.”

Held at the Rhode Island
Convention Center, the event
was sponsored by the Rhode
Island Public Expenditure
Council (RIPEC). This nonpartisan, nonproﬁt group focuses on researching and
educating others about public
policy. Our own President
Machtley served as RIPEC’s
president until just recently,
and was credited with the
idea of holding a questionand-answer session between
Bernanke and the students.
A7erward, RIPEC held their
annual dinner, featuring
Bernanke as the keynote
speaker.
The ﬁrst words that came
to the minds of both Mejia
and Chen when summing up
the Bernanke event were,
“once in a lifetime opportunity.” Both students were
honored to a9end the meeting, as well as the dinner that
followed. Mejia was fortunate
enough to brieﬂy meet Mr.
Bernanke at the reception
prior to the dinner, as did a
few other Bryant students.
Bernanke also informed
the audience that our country’s ﬁnancial system is being
closely examined so that “another ﬁnancial crisis of the
depth of the recent meltdown” can hopefully be
avoided. He cited new regulations as a possible solution,
which would allow one ﬁnancial ﬁrm to collapse without it
impacting the ﬁnancial system as a whole.
"I'm sorry that the economy's not stronger right now,"
Bernanke conceded, “but it
will get stronger."

Bryant students and President Machtley with Bernake
(Daniela Mejia)

Peace Corps at Bryant University
Information Meeting on Thursday, October 21
Time: 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Location: Amica Career Center Presentation Room
* Stop by our information table at the
Rotunda/Media Wall 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Peace Corps is actively recruiting
liberal arts majors with a
commitment to public service.
Explore new and expanded
opportunities in areas such as TEFL
(Teaching English as a Foreign Language).

peacecorps.gov

800.424.8580
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Google invests in oﬀshore power line to wind farms
By Steve Gelsi and Chris
Oliver
MCT Campus

Google Inc., Japanese trading house
Marubeni Corp. and Swiss-based
Good Energies Investment Corp. on
Tuesday pledged seed money to develop an undersea power-cable network along the U.S. Eastern seaboard,
the companies said Tuesday.
The funding supports a venture by
Trans-Elect, an independent transmission company seeking to build a 350mile transmission system oﬀ the
Atlantic coast from New Jersey to Virginia.
The network would supply electricity from future oﬀshore wind farms
that will be run by an independent
U.S. power producer, the companies
said.
Eventually, it could handle about
60,000 megawa5s of wind power, the
equivalent of six nuclear power plants
and enough juice to serve 1.6 million
households.
"This is a huge, huge, bold project,"
said Bob Mitchell, CEO of Trans-Elect.
"This is the spark that is going to light
a new industry."
The project would also help relieve
problems in the national grid that led
to the 2003 blackout in the Northeastern and Central U.S. The blackout cost
the U.S. about $10 billion, less than the
cost of the new transmission system,
his company is proposing, Mitchell
said.

Mitchell said the power line would
remove a major impediment to oﬀshore wind development. It could
draw a new generation of bigger
wind turbines
and could create
as many as
212,000 jobs for
new oﬀshore
wind industry.
Trans-Elect is
preparing a formal application
for the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission,
followed an approval by PJM
nterconnection,
the regional transmission organization that runs a
chunk of the U.S.
power grid.
Permits will
also be needed
from the Bureau
of Ocean Energy
Management,
Regulation and
Enforcement.
"We are investing 37.5 percent of the
equity in this initial development
stage, with the goal of obtaining all
the necessary approvals to ﬁnance and
begin constructing the line," Google
said on its oﬃcial blog. "Although the
development stage requires only a
small part of the total estimated proj-

ect budget, it represents a critical
stage."
The project's ﬁrst phase of construction is
expected
to begin in
2013, with
completion
expected
in 2016, the
companies
said.
Rick
Needham,
director of
green business operations at
Google,
said the
Mountain
View,
Calif.based tech
ﬁrm would
be part of a
total potential equity
investment
of up to
$1.8 billion
in the project but that for now, it's investing "tens of millions."
Mitchell said the hard costs of the
project would be about $5 billion, not
including regulatory, ﬁnancing and
other costs, but that the project would
spark economic expansion.
The move comes just as Cape Wind

won a nine-year legal ba5le to build
the ﬁrst U.S. wind farm oﬀ the coast of
Massachuse5s. The next possible candidate for an oﬀshore wind farm
could lie oﬀ the coast of Delaware.
Early this year, Google won market-based rate authorization from the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The approval means that Google
now has the authority to buy and sell
energy on a wholesale basis.
It's also invested in BrightSource, a
thermal solar company that won federal clearance to build power-generation sites in Southern California.
The latest news surfaced just a day
a4er Google rolled out a high-tech car
that could drive itself.
Richard Straebel, an executive vice
president of Marubeni, said the U.S.
will require large investment in its
electric transmission grid to meet its
renewable and energy independence
goals.
"Over the past few years this sector
has been an increasingly important
part of Marubeni's U.S. power market
activities and we are very excited
about our role in this strategic and
transformational project," Straebel
said in a statement.
Trans-Elect CEO Mitchell credited
Markian Melnyk with developing the
concept of am Atlantic transmission
system in his book, "Oﬀshore Power."
He's now a principal of Atlantic Grid
Development LLC, the developer of
the project.

Starbucks: be"er drinks, longer How green-smart are you? You’d
be surprised how some common
lines?
By Michael Roberto
Faculty Contributor

Starbucks has announced some
changes in the way it makes coﬀee
drinks in an eﬀort to enhance quality, reduce errors, and increase
consistency over time and across
locations. For instance, the ﬁrm has
instructed baristas not to make
more than two drinks at a time, to
steam milk for each drink individually (as opposed to making a
whole pitcher and using for multiple drinks), and to use only one
espresso machine at a time.
Today's Wall Street Journal reports
that some baristas worry that the
wait times could increase.
As a frequent Starbucks customer, I certainly applaud the efforts to enhance consistency and
quality. The
quality vs.
speed issue
raises some interesting questions though. In
many ways,
Starbucks has
two types of
customers.
Some devoted
fans are coﬀee
aﬁcionados who
care about quality above all
else. Others are
more "casual"
coﬀee drinkers
who place a priority on speed,
particularly in
the morning on
their way to
work. Starbucks
wants to maintain its brand
credentials with
the coﬀee aﬁcionados, and
thus it's taking
these steps to

enhance quality and consistency.
On the other hand, a large stream
of revenues comes from the "less
expert" customer who just wants
their drink quickly. To some extent,
meeting the needs of one subset of
customers may come at the expense of the other. Many companies face this type of tension as
they grow from their original differentiated niche strategy toward a
mainstream brand.

beliefs are, well, actually false
By Keith Murray
Faculty Contributor

Consumers have fallen prey to a wide
number of "green" and "environmental"
claims by marketers and public interest
groups. Indeed, some of the ideas thrown
around are wacky and wild--all to either
sell products or forestall the end of the
world, a5ributable to man-made climate
change--which is an idea all by itself,
Now, the article today also
some would argue, that rests in part on a
mentions though that Starbucks
has been working on many process shaky foundation of half-truths and deceptions. In the April issue of FORTUNE,
re-engineering eﬀorts to reduce
waste, eliminate unnecessary steps, there was an article on "Twenty-ﬁve green
myths debunked." If you didn't see it,
and streamline key processes. All
these eﬀorts may have the "double you'll ﬁnd some of these clips taken from
that piece very interesting.
beneﬁt" of increasing quality and
enhancing speed. To the extent that
these eﬀorts prove successful, StarMyth: Bo5led water is safer than tap
bucks customers may not face
water.
longer wait
times. What Star- Reality: Tap water is subject to stricter
govenment standards.
bucks seems to
be doing is slowMyth: Organic foods are produced withing the baristas
out pesticides.
down in a few
key areas where Reality: Not true--pesticides are just more
regulated; in fact, some--even ones lethal
it can really ento humans, like nicotine--are used.
hance quality,
while trying to
Myth: Cars are the biggest emi5ers of
oﬀset that imgreenhouse gas.
pact on wait
Reality: Not so--the hamburgers that peotimes by elimiple love so much are actually much
nating other
worse.
steps and
processes that do
Myth: Buying local food is be5er for the
nothing to conenvironment.
tribute to inReality: Not necessarily, it depends on
creased quality.
where and how your food was produced
If it works,
and delivered.
everyone wins Starbucks, its
Myth: Flourescent bulbs are bad since
baristas, and its
they contain mercury.
customers
Reality: Yes, but not using them puts
even more mercury into the ecosystem
via coal-fueled power generation.
MCT Campus

Myth: You'll save a lot of energy when
you keep your appliances unplugged
Reality: Credible labs estimated such sav-

MCT Campus

ings in the range of only 5%-10% of their
electricity use otherwise.
Myth: Carbon oﬀsets are the answer to
climate change.
Reality: People who believe in this myth
also believe in Santa Claus.
Myth: Auto air conditioning wastes energy.
Reality: There are savings compared to
rolling the windows down--but very
slight ones.

Myth: Speaking of Santa Claus...artiﬁcial
Christmas trees are be5er than real ones.
Reality: Get your chain-saw out--the difference of real-over-artiﬁcial isn't even
close.
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The smokeshow
By: Stephanie Piech
Staﬀ Writer

Sunday’s Pepsi Max 400
was the last fall race date for
Auto Club Speedway in
Fontana, California. Next season, the track will lose a race
date to make room for a track
that has been ﬁghting for a
Sprint Cup Race, Kentucky
Speedway. Sunday’s race
proved to be one of the best
California races: 4-wide racing, multiple lead changes,
and non-chasers racing in the
top 10. On Friday, Jamie McMurray earned his fourth pole
of the year, making him the
driver with the most pole
awards so far in 2010. The
other top 10 qualiﬁers were:
Ellio: Sadler, Ma: Kenseth,
Juan Pablo Montoya, Kasey
Kahne, Martin Truex Jr, Greg
Biﬄe, Jimmie Johnson, Dale
Earnhardt Jr., and Joey
Logano.
California would dash
many drivers’ championship
hopes. McMurray brought the
ﬁeld to the green ﬂag, and
was ba:ling Montoya for the
lead until Montoya’s car got
into the wall on lap 9. McMurray would get passed by
Kenseth on lap 15. On lap 17,
Johnson had debris that was
stuck on the front grille, causing the water temperatures to
rise, so Jimmie had to make a
green ﬂag pit stop to remove
it. Greg Biﬄe’s championship
hopes went up in smoke
when his engine let go on lap
40. The race restarted on lap
46 with Kenseth leading, but
it wouldn’t be but two laps
later before Johnson was the
leader. Marcos Ambrose spun

out in turn 2 on lap 54, which
brought out the second caution of the day.
Three of Hendrick Motorsports drivers led the ﬁeld to
green on lap 58. Carl Edwards’ car stopped on the
apron of the track in turn 4,
bringing out a caution. Kyle
Busch took the ﬁeld to the
green ﬂag on lap 62, but Johnson quickly got around him.
Mark Martin proved to be a
race contender, when he
passed Johnson on lap 73. For
the next 20 laps, there would
be some good racing between
the chase drivers that remained on the track. Another
round of green ﬂag pit stops
began on lap 97 with Martin
still leading. Martin’s 5 second
lead would be diminished
due to a debris caution on lap
113.

‘Sunday’s race proved
to be one of the best California races: 4-wide
racing, multiple lead
changes, and nonchasers racing in the top
10.’

Gordon was the big winner
on pit road, and would bring
the ﬁeld to the restart on lap
119. Clint Bowyer would pass
Gordon for the lead on lap
126. The 5th caution of the
race came out on lap 137, with
Ambrose spinning again, in
the same exact spot in turn 2
as he did 70 laps earlier. The
race restarted on lap 141, but
would come under the yellow

Pepsi Max 400 winner Tony Stewart clebrating his victory with the checkered flag on his
victory lap this past Sunday. (MCT Campus)

again 4 short laps later for another debris caution. Bowyer
took the green ﬂag once again
on lap 148, and was passed by
Tony Stewart a lap later. Kyle
Busch had engine woes and
brought out the 7th caution of
the race on lap 155. Five laps
prior, he told his crew chief
over the radio that there was a
problem with the intake and
knew that it would blow up
eventually. Dejected, he said
his championship hopes were
over.
Montoya, using a bit of pit
strategy, was ﬁrst oﬀ pit road
under caution ﬂag pit stops,
and restarted as the leader on
lap 160; Stewart would pass
him shortly a8er the green
ﬂag waved. Bowyer passed
Stewart for the lead on lap
168. A8er a speeding penalty
during pit stops, chase driver

Jeﬀ Gordon dropped to 25th.
Another debris caution came
at lap 183; pit stops began
with Paul Menard and Regan
Smith staying out for track
position. Menard and Smith
would be passed by Stewart
shortly a8er the green ﬂag
waved for the restart on lap
188. On lap 194, the ﬁnal caution of the race came out;
David Ragan moved up the
track and into Kurt Busch,
causing damage to both cars.
Busch ﬁnished 21st, which
doesn’t help his chances of
winning the Cup title. Gordon
is up to 13th, a8er his speeding penalty from about 30
laps prior. Stewart restarts the
race as the leader with two
laps to go, and would win the
Pepsi Max 400 at Auto Club
Speedway.
This was Stewart’s ﬁrst win

at the California track, and his
39th career win. His 39th win
tied Tim Flock for 17th on
NASCAR’s win list. Fontana
also provided some other interesting facts: the last
owner/driver to win in the
state of California was the
“King,” Richard Pe:y, in 1977
at the famed Riverside; and
thirty cars ﬁnished on the lead
lap, a record for ACS.
Next week the Cup circuit
heads to Charlo:e Motor
Speedway for the only night
race in the chase. Nicknamed
“Jimmie’s House”, Johnson
looks to add to his points lead
of 36 points over Hamlin at
Fontana, but if next week is
like California, anything is
possible.

more o8en confused with the
capital of New York, Abany’s
name is as misunderstood as
his talent.
A8er the game was over I
had a chance to catch up with
Mike to get his thoughts on
the game. Before making sure
I was aware of the play he
made he made sure to credit
all of his teammates on the
collective great job they had
did saying, “We came together and made it happen.”
Mike also had a valid point
in pu:ing his teammates ﬁrst
in our discussion of the game.
With great play from other
athletes including Jordan
Brown, Mike Canfora, and
Jason Riﬀe, Bryant was able to
take down their conference
rival Sacred Heart in providing us with one of the greatest
homecoming thrillers that this
campus has ever seen.
The victory is a testament
to how well Head Coach
Marty Fine and his staﬀ are
motivating and guiding the
team, the winning a:itude the
program has instilled in its
athletes, and how important
the Character of Success is to
the athletic programs here at
Bryant. These values culminated on that bright Saturday
A8ernoon with the team rallying around Abany with the

football in his hand a8er the
now infamous onside kick
play.
“It was an incredible feeling to be the guy that day,”
said Abany, “I was honestly
just happy that my teammates
gave me the opportunity to go
out there and make a play for
them.” So whether it was instinct, fate, or just dumb luck

that brought Abany under the
football to snatch it out of the
air and save the day make
sure you tip your cap, shake
his hand, or give him a big
Bulldog hug next time you see
him on campus; because he
gave everyone in the Bryant
community a reason to stand
up, cheer, and be proud to be
a Bulldog on homecoming.

The common man athlete spotlight: The
overnight celebrity story of Mike Abany

This somebody needed to
posess the athletic ability to
get a8er a fast-moving football, the instincts to know
Since Saturday a8ernoon
how to get a8er it, and the dea8er what was arguably one
termination to play like a
of the greatest football games
champion and never surrenin Bryant University history
der on the play.
the campus was abuzz with
Lucky enough for the Bulltalk of what happened during dogs there is a player on their
the game, how crazy the end
kickoﬀ team who holds all of
result really
those skills.
was, and
Coming out of
‘I was honestly just Mansﬁeld
where the celebratory festivihappy that my team- High School
ties were going
linemates gave me the op- junior
to be held that
backer Mike
night.
portunity to go out Abany had
However,
honing
there and make a play been
throughout all
his skills since
for them.’
the pandemothe day he ﬁrst
nium that
signed up for
-Mike Abany
erupted as a refootball in his
sult there was
glory days in
one play that had gone largely the Mansﬁeld Pop Warner
unnoticed by one player
League.
whose name went largely unHaving been a part of the
called.
Mansﬁeld experience myself I
A8er Bryant’s drive down
had the opportunity to play
the ﬁeld at the start of the
alongside Abany in high
fourth quarter capped oﬀ by a school and watch him detouchdown grab by Doug
velop into the athlete that he
Emerzian, the Bulldogs were
is today. Given the raw talent
in need of an onside kick reand football instincts that this
covery, and against a tough
young athlete has it’s surprisSacred Heart special teams
ing to see and hear the relaunit someone needed to step
tive anonymity that he has
up and make the play of the
here at Bryant. O8en referred
game.
to as “a-bahn-ee” and even

By: Tom Hansen
Assitant Staﬀ Editor

Abany after the big play at Homecoming (Bryant Bulldogs)

Bulldogs stuns Sacred Heart with 25-24 victory
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Courtesy of
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Trailing 17-0 and 24-7
early in the fourth quarter, the
Bryant University football
team rallied back to stun visiting Sacred Heart as Jordan
Brown (Glastonbury, Conn.)
rushed for 130 yards and ran
back the game-winning punt
return 73 yards for a touchdown to lead the Bulldogs to
a 25-24 win before 3,303 fans
Saturday on Homecoming &
Reunion Weekend at Bulldog
Stadium.
Brown's electrifying 73yard punt return for a touchdown with 5:06 capped an
amazing rally by the Bulldogs
who scored 18 unanswered
points in the final quarter to
pick up their first conference
victory of the year.
Sacred Heart did have one
last opportunity to pull out
the victory, but a 39-yard field
goal attempt with 2:34 left
sailed right and the Bulldogs
were able to run out the clock.
Bryant (4-2, 1-2 NEC) fell
behind 10-0 at the half and
trailed 17-0 early in the third
quarter when Sacred Heart
quarterback Dale Fink completed a 6-yard touchdown
pass to Rich Rossi.
The Bulldogs would answer with a 16-play drive to
finally get on the board as
quarterback Mike Croce (Waterbury, Conn.) would hit
tight end Matt Tracey (Littleton, Colo.) in the back of the
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end zone to make it 17-7.
Sacred Heart (1-5, 0-4)
would appear to put the game
away in the early moments of
the fourth quarter when Marcel Archer ran in for a 2-yard
score to make it 24-7 with
12:22 left to play.
But the Bulldogs didn't
panic as Croce engineered another solid scoring drive that
was helped by two Sacred
Heart personal foul penalties.
With the ball on the Sacred
Heart 4-yard line, Croce hit
tight end Doug Emerzian
(Rowley, Mass.) in the back of
the end zone to make it 24-13,
as the extra point attempt was
blocked.
But on the ensuing kickoff,
Bryant place kicker Nolan
Gelman (Dix Hills, N.Y.)
caught the Pioneers off-guard
with a short kick that was recovered by Bryant's Mike
Abany (Mansfield, Mass.) on
the SHU 36 yard line.
A 12-yard completion from
Croce to Tracey followed by a
pass interference call on the
Pioneers moved the ball
down to the Sacred Heart
goal line where Brown ran it
in for his ninth rushing touchdown of the season.
The two-point conversion
attempt failed, but the Bulldogs had new life and found
themselves trailing 24-19 with
just under seven minutes remaining.
Needing a big defensive
stop, Bryant got exactly what
they wanted as freshman defensive lineman Maduka

(Bryant Athletics)

Nwanekezi (Milton, Mass.)
sacked Fink for a loss of eight
yards and following a false
start penalty, the Pioneers
failed to pick up a first down
and were forced to punt the
ball away to the dangerous
Brown.
Brown, who had a punt return for a touchdown against
Fordham in the seasonopener, fielded the punt
cleanly and burst through the
middle, racing 73 yards for
the touchdown. It was the
second-longest punt return
for a touchdown in school history, but more importantly, it
put the Bulldogs in front 2524.
On the return, a personal

foul penalty was called
against the Bulldogs, but was
enforced on the kickoff. Sacred Heart would take advantage, taking over near
midfield following a six-yard
Archer return.
Sacred Heart would march
all the way down to the
Bryant 17-yard line where the
Pioneers would attempt a goahead 39-yard field goal, but
the kick sailed wide and the
Bulldogs were able to hold on
for the victory.
Fink finished the day completing 20 of 37 passes for 229
yards with Tony Patterson (95
yards) and Mark Uyeno each
catching seven passes in the
game.

Croce completed 17 of 30
passes for 185 yards. Senior
Jim Mullane (Hudson, Mass.)
had six catches for 58 yards
while Tracey finished the day
with four receptions for 35
yards.
Brown, who had a careerhigh 36 carries, has now gone
over 100 yards in all six
games this season. Jason Riffe
(Newton, Mass.) had 10 tackles defensively including an 8yard sack and two tackles for
a loss. Addison Lynch (Braintree, Mass.) had eight stops
for the Bulldogs who return
to action next week at Monmouth University for a 1 p.m.
game.

get healthy, Favre won’t be
able to use a lack of weapons
as an excuse.
21. Cardinals (3-2)- Amazingly put up 30 points against
the Saints…WITHOUT an offensive TD!
22. Bengals (2-3) –Carson
Palmer looks nothing like the
Pro Bowl quarterback he was
just a few years ago. His
3INTs single handedly
handed the game over to the
Bucs.
23. Cowboys (1-3) – No more
excuses for the Cowboys.
Amassed 511 total yards offense but commi:ed 12 penalties for 133 yards and
commi:ed 3 turnovers.
24. Seahawks (2-2) –Need to
take care of their post bye
week schedule, facing the
Bears, Cards, and Raiders
over the next 3 weeks.
25. Broncos (2-3)- Looking
very one-dimensional without
Moreno in the lineup. Orton
threw for another 300 yards,
but the Broncos muster only
39 on the ground and give up
28 points and 233 rushing
yards.
26. Rams (2-3). Sam Bradford
ﬁnally looked like the rookie
he is, throwing 2INTs. Defense ﬁnally looked like what
we all expected, allowing 44
points.
27. Raiders (2-3)- Upset victory over the Chargers bumps
them up the rankings. Gave
up over 225 more total yards
but won the turnover ba:le 30.
28. Browns (1-4)- Beat themselves with 3 turnovers. Got
beat up, giving up 5.3 yards
per carry to the Falcons.
29. Lions (1-4)-Light up the
Rams for 44 to pick up ﬁrst
win.
30. 49ers (0-5)-People will call
for the benching of Alex
Smith. But remember the alternative is David Carr.
31. Panthers (0-5)- Benched

Claussen a8er his 9 of 22,
0TD, 1INT start. Insert
Moore’s 5 of 10 with 0TDs and
2INTs.
32. Bills (0-5)-Five down
eleven to go. Have given up
34, 38, 38 and 36 points over
the last 4 weeks. Coach Chan
Gailey says he “isn’t sure
what it is”. Um, Chan, your
team. They are the problem.
The players. Well, I hate to
tell you this. But they aren’t
very good.
My Other thought of the
Week: Specialization
We live in an era of specialization. We go to college to pursue an education and become
well-learned, well-rounded
individuals. Nonetheless,
most people go to college to
prepare themselves for a speciﬁc job or career. We make
money and then pay people
who specialize in other things
to carry out tasks that were
normally done within the
household. Whether its hiring a lawn service, ge:ing
your oil changed or dropping
your business shirts oﬀ at a

dry cleaner, we see specialization everywhere.
Sports are no diﬀerent. In
the MLB playoﬀs we are reminded of the importance of a
dominant closer, as one can
make the case that Mariano
Rivera has been the most important individual player on
the Yankees over the course of
the dynastic run. We can look
to the Giants/Braves series
and see how when closers
aren’t such sure things (2 of
the ﬁrst 3 games were decided
by blown saves) can change
the course of the series.
Similarly, in football we
saw how important specialists
are in “special” teams, most
notably with the Patriots in
week 3. A few blown ﬁeld
goals, blocked kicks, or returns for scores can change
the course of the game. While
most rosters allocate the majority of their money to big
name oﬀensive and defensive
players, it is these minimum
salaried specialists buried on
the depth chart that can determine the outcomes of games.

Week 5 NFL Power Rankings
By David Niles
Staﬀ Writer

1. Ravens (4-1)-Ran around
over and through the Broncos
for 233 yards. Bruising defense shuts down the Broncos,
allowing 39 rushing yards
and 16 points. Tough opponent in New England next
week.
2. New York Jets (4-1)- Huge
win over the Vikings on Monday Night Football.
3. Falcons (4-1)- Falcons keep
rolling. If Ma: Ryan can remains in the game-manager
role instead of game-winner
role, they have the defense to
keep scores low and make a
deep playoﬀ run.
4. Steelers (3-1)- Looking to
get Big Ben back a8er the bye
week.
5. Patriots (3-1)- Will Moss’
departure be addition by subtraction? Or are the Patriots
le8 without a downﬁeld
threat. Tate may be fast but
there is a reason he is where
he is on the depth chart.
6. Bears (4-1) – Ma: Forte
keeps Bears in the win column despite Todd Collins 6 of
16 4INT performance.
7. Saints (3-2)- The honeymoon is oﬃcially over. Saints
gave the game to the Cardinals, turning the ball over 4
times. Two fumble recoveries
and 1 INT went directly for
TDs.
8. Packers (3-2)- Finally got
the running game going but
converting only 2 of 13 3rd
downs results in only 13
points and a loss at home.
9. Colts (3-2)-Take a dip in
rankings despite the win, due
to increasing evidence that
they are the dominant Colts
of the past.
10. Chiefs (3-1)- And now all
the unbeatens have fallen.
Defense did curtail Manning
to 19 points. A good sign for

the division leader and resulting in a bump in the rankings.
11. Giants (3-2)-Defense looking like its old dominant self
again. Hackeem Nicks looking like a Pro Bowl caliber
WR.
12. Titans (3-2) –Chris Johnson ﬁnally gets it rolling
against a tough Cowboy defense. They are in 1st place in
the division…and last.
13. Redskins (3-2) –McNabb
must have felt like he was
playing under Andy Reid
again, airing it out 49 times
for 357 yards against the
Packers. An overtime FG
keeps them atop the competitive NFC East.
14. Texans (3-2) – What’s
worse: Managing only 24
rushing yards, or giving up
297 rushing yards?
15. Eagles (3-2)-They may
have won this week without
Vick but Kobb still looks like
a kid in over his head. I had
to laugh watching him throw
pump fakes while scrambling
10 yards past the line of
scrimmage.
16. Jaguars (3-2). Have given
up 30 more points than they
have scored but remain in a 4way tie for the division lead.
17. Buccaneers (3-1)- Beneﬁt
immensely with an easy early
schedule (wins vs the Browns,
Panthers and Bengals). On
the other hand, they have
only lost to the Steelers, who
many rank as an NFL elite.
18. Chargers (2-3) – Home
Game Results: W38-13, W4110. Road Game Results: L1421, L20-27, L27-35.
19. Dolphins (2-2)- Two
straight losses heading into
the bye week. Facing the
Packers and Steelers coming
out of the bye week could result in two more.
20. Vikings (1-3) – Favre
wanted Moss in Green Bay a
few years ago. He’s got him
now. If Harvin and Rice can

Vikings kicker, Ryan Longwell cannot catch Brad Smith as
the Jets ran their way to their fourth win. (MCT Campus)

NEC honors for Hinck
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Bryant women’s soccer junior Kaitlyn Hinck.
(BryantBulldogs.com)

Courtesy of
bryantbulldogs.com

A8er scoring two
game-winning goals over the
weekend, Bryant women's
soccer junior Kaitlyn Hinck
(Bow, N.H.) was named the
adidas/Northeast Conference
Player of the Week, an-

nounced by the league Monday a8ernoon.
As this week's adidas/NEC
Player of the week, the New
Hampshire native helped lead
the Bulldogs to a pair of
shutout wins over Robert
Morris and Saint Francis (PA),
keeping Bryant undefeated in
conference play (3-0-1).
Hinck kicked oﬀ the weekend by ne:ing the opening
goal in Bryant's 2-0 win over
Robert Morris on Friday. With
the game scoreless in the 22nd
minute, the forward travelled
down the le8 ﬂank, eluded a
pair of defenders and chipped
a shot over the head of the
Colonial keeper for the eventual game-winner.
In Bryant's 1-0 win over Saint
Francis (PA) on Sunday, the
junior's game winner came in
the 16th minute.
Teammate Alyssa Ko-

Bryant On Tap

Friday, October 15th:
Cross Country, at Brown Invitational, 3:00 pm
Field Hockey, HOME vs. St. Francis (Pa.), 7:00 PM
Men's Soccer, HOME vs. Quinnipiac, 3:00 PM
Women's Soccer, at Wagner, 3:00 PM
Swimming, at Boston College, 4:00 PM

Saturday, October 16th:
Football, at Monmouth, 1:00 PM
Golf, at Shelter Harbor Invitational
Swimming, HOME vs. Wagner, 1:00 PM
Men's Tennis, HOME vs. Boston University
Women's Tennis, at New England Championships
Sunday, October 17th:
Field Hockey, HOME vs. Robert Morris, 12:00 PM
Golf, at Shelter Harbor Invitational
Men's Soccer, at Central Conn. St., 3:00 PM
Women's Soccer, HOME vs. Long Island, 1:00 PM

zlowski (Ellico: City, Md.)
made a run down the le8 side
before launching a cross along
the end line. The freshman's
assist sailed past the Red
Flash keeper and Hinck made
good of the opportunity,
heading it into the empty net
for her third goal of the season.
This is the ﬁrst weekly conference honor for Hinck who
now has 13 goals in her collegiate career and is tied for
team lead in scoring this season with three tallies.
The Bryant women's soccer
team, which has yet to allow a
goal in conference play, returns to the ﬁeld on Friday,
Oct. 15 when it travels to
Wagner at 3:00 p.m.

Archway readers can now find
a trivia question
somewhere in
the sports section! The Archway fan who
calls in the correct answer to
the ‘Archway on
Air’ radio show,
Thursdays at 6
pm, on WMJF
88.7, will win a
gift card!

TRIVIA QUESTION:

What is the most widely used mascot
name in colleges in the United States?

Men’s tennis competes in
Stony Brook Invitational
Courtesy of
bryantbulldogs.com

Freshman Vidith Huot
(Providence, R.I.) advanced to
the ﬁnal round of the singles
ﬂight D bracket and a pair of
veteran teams turned in
strong performances in doubles play as the Bryant University men's tennis team
competed at the 2nd Annual
Stony Brook Invitational over
the weekend.
A8er picking up wins over
players from Bowdoin and
Stony Brook in the early
stages of ﬂight D, Huot
knocked oﬀ Middlebury's Johann Rie9ohl, 6-1, 6-4, before
falling in the ﬁnal round to
Concordia's Tamas Dobrotka,
5-7, 6-2, 10-3, in a tightly contested ba:le. Freshman Dana
Parziale (Pinehurst, N.C.)
picked up the other win for
the Bulldogs at singles play,
defeating Dane Ostilly of
Concordia, 8-3, in ﬂight B.
In doubles action, the Bulldogs had a pair of tandems
win their respective opening
matches in the Flight A
bracket. The team of JuanMartin Paredes (Quito,
Ecuador) and Cristian

Balestrieri (Mar Del Plata, Argentina) downed Middlebury,
8-6, while the duo of Nicholai
Hill (O:awa, Ontario) and
Hart Callahan (Haverford,
Pa.) defeated a squad from Sacred Heart.

In ﬂight B doubles, Huot
picked up another victory,
this time teaming up with
Daniel Cournoyer (Jeﬀerson,
Mass.) to beat a tandem from
NYIT.

Top 10 ...
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By Jackie Ammirato
Sports Editor

...Athlete quotes

10. Mia Hamm, American Soccer player

“The person that said winning isn't everything, never won
anything.”
Hamm is known as being one of the greatest female soccer
players in history. But she also gifted the world with this
quote, one of the most famous to ever come from an athlete.

9. Sir Charles Barkley, NBA player

"Somebody hits me, I'm going to hit him back. Even if it
does look like he hasn't eaten in a while."

Barkley had that to say when a reporter asked about his oncourt altercation with an Angolan player during an Olympic
game.

8. Roger Bannister, Track and Field

“Doctors and scientists said that breaking the four-minute
mile was impossible, that one would die in the attempt.
Thus, when I got up from the track after collapsing at the
finish line, I figured I was dead.”
This was one of the first things Bannister said after becoming the first person to break the four-minute mile in 1952.

7. Shaquille O’Neal, NBA player

“ I'm tired of hearing about money, money, money, money,
money. I just want to play the game, drink Pepsi, wear
Reebok.”
During his long career, O'Neal has given the public a lot of
interesting quotes. This one, uttered during a press conference about a new contract, is my personal favorite.

6. Randy Moss, NFL player

"When you're rich, you don't write checks. Straight cash,
homey."

Moss is known for saying things he most likely shouldn’t
have. While this habit has gotten him into trouble it has also
provided the world with some great quotes. This, he said
during an impromptu interview in the stadium parking lot,
referring to the fine handed down to him by the NFL for
“mooning” Packers fans after scoring a touchdown

5. Allen Iverson, NBA player

“If I can't practice, I can't practice. It is as simple as that. It
ain't about that at all. It's easy to sum it up if you're just
talking about practice. We're sitting here, and I'm supposed to be the franchise player, and we're talking about
practice. I mean listen, we're sitting here talking about
practice, not a game, not a game, not a game, but we're
talking about practice.”
Iverson gave us that quote in a press conference after being
asked about his attendance at team workouts. He said,
“We’re talking about practice” a record 53 times in one sitting.

4. Tiger Woods, professional golfer

“Hockey is a sport for white men. Basketball is a sport for
black men. Golf is a sport for white men dressed like
black pimps.”
Woods gave us this gem when revealing his explanation of
how sports and race work in the United States.

3. Yogi Berra, MLB player and coach

“You should always go to other people's funerals. Otherwise they won't come to yours.”

Berra is pretty much equally famous for his quotes as for
his baseball. They are known as Yogi-isms. These Yogi-isms
usually make no logical sense, yet you understand exactly
what he means.

2. Chuck Lamar, MLB General Manager

"The only thing that keeps this organization from being
recognized as one of the finest in baseball is wins and
losses at the major league level."
Not much can be said about that one.

1. Rex Ryan, NFL coach

“Let’s go eat a goddamn snack.”

Dan Cournoyer and the rest of the men’s tennis team had a
strong showing at Stony Brook. (Bryant Athletics)

A film crew was constantly present at the Jets 2010 training
camp for the HBO series, Hardknocks. On the series, Ryan is
seen giving the team a lengthy speech during which he does
a lot of yelling. He concludes the speech with this quote and
then storms out of the room (probably to get a snack).

STUDENTS.
“ Ar e
y ou o
SPEAK.
n Tw
Wh y
i t te r ?
or wh
y n ot
OUT.
?”
“Yes, because I think it’s
interesting with the
celebrities”

“No, because I have
beer things to do with
my time”

-Alison Melley ‘13

-Trevor Dumont ‘12

To Answer be
in South at
7pm on
Wednesday’s!
“No, because Facebook is better, Twier is just like myspace or just the facebook
status updates. It’s also just
like stalking people”
-Felipe Baza ‘13

“No, because I don’t
feel the need to let people
know what I’m doing all
the time”
-Kelsey McLaughlin ‘13

Photographs and design by: Kelsey Nowak, Photo Editor

“I am but I never use it, it’s too
time consuming”
-Courtney Andries ‘12

“Yes, because I follow ‘Sh*t my dad says’
and ‘girls above me’”
-James Thomson ‘12

Don’t Ask Don’t Tell
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October 15, 2010

By Sara Elder
Copy Editor

If any respectable business
refused to hire an applicant or
ﬁred an employee because of
their sexual orientation, the
company would have a lawsuit against them within
months. It’s discrimination,
and it’s wrong; most people
wouldn’t argue with that.
Then why is the military
legally allowed to discriminate among its applicants?
The military can, and does,
discharge soldiers who are capable and willing just because
they may date people of their
same gender. Yes, the military turns away potential personnel when the United States
literally can’t aﬀord to turn
away anybody. This is in a
time where there has been
talk of the dra6 being reconstituted; that’s how badly our
military is in need supposedly.
This makes me wonder
that if the dra6 did come
back, would they still not let
gays join? Would the newest
excuse be “I’m gay, you can’t
dra6 me?” Would it come to
the point where you need to
supply proof of your heterosexuality in order to apply?
Instead of professional refer-

(MCT Campus)

ences, imagine a world where
you need sexual references. A
man would need at least three
women who could testify

they had sexual relationships
with him and would swear,
under oath, that the man in
question was not gay. That’s

a joke to mock Glenn Beck’s
August rally Restoring
Honor, Stewart and Colbert
have lit a spark. Gaining momentum and legitimate support (Colbert’s March to Keep
Fear Alive is sponsored by
Reese’s) the rally is now a
forthcoming reality.
For the ﬁrst time in a long
time, there is a current of excitement and energy throughout the supposed ‘Silent
Majority’—those who are politically inclined but maybe
not the loudest voice in the
room and thus given the least
amount of face time in our nation’s mass media. As the
rally’s webpage declares,
“Ours is a rally for the people
who’ve been too busy to go to
rallies, who actually have
lives and jobs (or are looking
for jobs)—not so much the
Silent Majority as the Busy
Majority.”
The Rally to Restore Sanity
has received over 200,000 responses from people planning
to a7end via facebook and an
additional 109,000 maybes. If

these numbers are any indication, the rally and March to
Keep Fear Alive (presumably
joint events) promise to be a
deﬁnite high to close out a
decade of extreme lows. I encourage those interested and
capable to a7end—don’t go as
a spectator but as a participant. It doesn’t ma7er your
political aﬃliation, the rally is
meant to be an outlet for all
people to talk and get involved in a civilized way. If
you’re not interested in politics go in support of a worthy
cause.
Stewart’s rally is promoting and raising donations for
the Trust of the National Mall,
so the mall can be preserved
for future rallies. Colbert’s
March to Keep Fear Alive is
raising awareness and donating proﬁts from march merchandise to the Yellow Ribbon
Fund which supports
wounded service members
and their families.
If participants don’t wish
to buy/wear a “Keep Fear
Alive” t-shirt, they are en-

the course the United States is
heading on with the recent rejection of a bill to repeal the
Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell policy.
On Tuesday, September 21,
2010, an a7empt to repeal
Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell failed to
pass in the Senate. It needed
60 votes but only received 43
(out of 99 Senators present).
I think the reason it wasn’t
passed was because it was included with a bill called
‘DREAM’ (Development, Relief, and Education for Alien
Minors). This bill would give
citizenship to alien children
who had been in the United
States since before they were
sixteen years of age, and have
gone to college or served in
the military for two years
I still don’t quite understand why Senators put unrelated bills together like this.
Supporters of repealing
DADT might not be in favor
of the DREAM act and therefore won’t vote for it, or vice
versa. I feel like these are two
important issues and should
be handled separately so they
both have an equal chance of
being passed.
Some believe that allowing
openly gay men and women
into the military would lessen
‘military readiness.’ I can understand it might cause prob-

lems, but homophobia causes
problems in groups everywhere. The military should
be no diﬀerent. Some argue
that it’s to protect gays, stating that they would be targeted and harassed. But
people said the same thing
about women at ﬁrst and
they’re now allowed to serve.
People are always going to
be targeted when they’re different, but does that mean we
should take away their rights?
No, we should just work that
much harder at preventing
discrimination and hate
crimes, or any kind of harassment for that ma7er.
There’s an entire sector of
Americans with men and
women who want to ﬁght for
their country but can’t. We’re
ﬁghting two wars; can we really aﬀord to be this selective?
When is the United States just
going to start accepting people who are diﬀerent?
Whether it’s a ma7er of race,
religion, or sexual orientation,
the United States has a history
of xenophobia and unless
everybody actively helps prevent this, history is just going
to keep repeating itself.

couraged to dress as their
biggest fear.
Colbert’s webpage says,
“Be there and be scared.” So
celebrate this Halloween in
style. If you’re looking for
something a li7le more significant to do with your Hal-

loween weekend than dressing up like a hooker (ladies)
or a 70s porn star (gentlemen)
and ge7ing wasted, take part
in a chance to make history.
I’ll see you in Washington.

I’ll See You in Washington: Stewart and
Colbert Rally this Halloween Weekend
By Celeste Tennant
Staff Writer

If you pay any a7ention to
the news outlets or watch
Comedy Central, you have
probably heard of the highly
anticipated upcoming rallies
in Washington DC. Cronies
Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert earlier this year announced competing events to
be hosted on the National
Mall this October. Stewart’s
Rally to Restore Sanity and
Colbert’s March to Keep Fear
Alive are both scheduled for
October 30th.
Although the idea to host a
rally most likely originated as

Epic Fail of the week:

The Bryant email server was down for all of Tuesday night. Generation Y students are heavily
dependent on electronic communication, so you can only imagine the frenzy that ensued when
(it felt like) we were cut oﬀ from all of society. Perhaps we forgot that each room comes
equipped with a landline...but we know what you’re thinking: “NO WAY am I ACTUALLY
going to talk to someone. Don’t worry, mail.bryant.edu is back in action.
The best part of this ﬁasco was the timing of the e-mails return: right in sync with the inﬂux
of At Bryant Announcements.

You have opinions.
Now let them be heard.

Write for The Archway
E-mail archway@bryant.edu

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists and writers, which are not necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University.

The right to speak oﬀensively

Profit & Loss
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Contributed from
MCT Campus

The Supreme Court heard arguments Wednesday in a case
that sorely tests the principle,
articulated by Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes Jr. nearly a
century ago, that "we should
be eternally vigilant against
a7empts to check the expression of opinions that we
loathe."
The case involves the Westboro Baptist Church, a deranged anti-gay religious
group that routinely shows
up at the funerals of American soldiers to express its
bizarre belief that U.S. combat
deaths are divine retribution
for America's tolerance of homosexuality. In 2006, the
group picketed the funeral of
Lance Cpl. Ma7hew A. Snyder, a Marine killed in Iraq.
The protesters held signs
reading "Thank God for Dead
Soldiers," "You're Going to
Hell' and "Semper ﬁ Fags."
Snyder's father sued the
church for "intentional inﬂiction of emotional distress"
and other civil wrongs, but a
lower court held that the picketers were protected under
the First Amendment. The
Supreme Court is now being

asked to reverse that decision.
The justices may be tempted
to rule against the protesters
out of understandable sympathy for Snyder's father. They
should resist the temptation.
Allowing even private ﬁgures
to recover damages for distress caused by the political or
religious speech of others
would be a dramatic departure from the court's protection of free expression no
ma7er how oﬀensive. And it
would have reverberations in
se7ings far removed from
military funerals.
This case is not about whether
protesters can be prevented
from engaging in face-to-face
harassment of mourners. The
picketers complied with local
ordinances and police instructions and stood a safe distance, 1,000 feet, according to
an appeals court judge, away
from the Catholic church
where Snyder's funeral took
place. Albert Snyder, the dead
Marine's father, didn't see
their signs until he watched
television later in the day. As
a brief from a group of First
Amendment scholars puts it,
Snyder is complaining not of
physical interference but of
"psychological intrusions
stemming from the content of
the protesters' message."

october 15, 2010

That's clear from the fact that
Snyder's suit is also based on
a screed posted on the Internet by a church member several weeks a6er the funeral. It
alleged that the elder Snyder
and his ex-wife had "taught
Ma7hew to defy his creator,"
"raised him for the devil" and
"taught him that God was a
liar." The U.S. 4th Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled, correctly, that a reasonable
reader "would understand it
to contain rhetorical hyperbole, and not actual, provable
facts about Snyder and his
son."
The appeals court's most important ﬁnding was that the
church, however outrageously, was addressing matters of public concern, just as
Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson were when they suggested that the 9/11 terrorist
a7acks were God's punishment for toleration of abortion and homosexuality. No
doubt that statement caused
emotional distress for relatives of 9/11 victims, but it
was constitutionally protected. The court should rule
that the First Amendment
also protects the ravings of
the Westboro Baptist Church.

Have an opinion?
Email
dford1@bryant.edu.

Formerly Observations. Equally as Funny.
Compiled by Bryant Students

Salmo Goes Green?
The dishwasher has yet to be ﬁxed and students have been eating oﬀ of paper plates
and using plastic silverware for 3 entire
days.

Bryant Pride honors recent GLBT suicide
victims
Bryant Pride announced that they will have
a pledge for people to sign on Monday stating “I pledge not to you use homophobic
language” in honor of recent GLBT suicide
victims.
Bryant Football team wins by 1 point
With barely any time le6, the Bryant football team came back and won by one point,
making a great start to homecoming weekend!

It’s Homecoming... Where is Everyone?
Having a 3-day homecoming weekend
would have been fun if anyone had actually
stayed on campus.

Bryant Said What!?

E-mail Proﬁts and Losses to dford1@bryant.edu.

Compiled by Bryant Students

“I wasn’t too old for Hannah Montana back when I
was 18, but now I am.”
“So you passed Exam P... When do you take Exam
Q?”

“I blame it on our dangerous obsession with Goldschlager and your willingness to pay.”
E-mail funny quotes to dford1@bryant.edu
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Life as we know it
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Meagan Voulo
Staﬀ Writer

In Life as We Know It,
Katherine Heigl stars as Holly
Berenson, a caterer with big
dreams of opening her own
restaurant. Eric Messer,
known by everyone as
“Messer,” (Josh Duhamel) is a
sports director who was set
up on one date with Holly.
But, as soon as the two met
they decided that they were
nothing alike and never
wanted to see each other
again.
Unfortunately, this becomes impossible after the
two are named the godparents of their best friends’
daughter Sophie. Furthermore, a horrible car accident
kills Sophie’s parents and before they died, they named
Holly and Messer joint
guardians of their daughter.
Now two polar opposites
have to put aside all their neg-

ative feelings for each other in
order to fulfill their friends’
wishes and take care of Sophie, while living together
under one roof.
Heigl is clearly in her comfort zone playing the main
role in this romantic comedy;
this is where she belongs as
an actress. Her role involves
humor and romance, without
the slapstick comedy that she
was criticized for in her previous film, Knocked Up. There
aren’t many surprises; her
role is predictable – she starts
as a typical high-strung
women and learns to let go a
little, enjoy life, and find love.
This is actually quite similar
to the part she played in one
of her previous movies, The
Ugly Truth.
Though not as well praised
for his acting, Duhamel puts
forth another solid performance. He is known mainly for
his playing major William
Lennox in Transformers, but

this role allows him to appeal
to a new audience. However,
Duhamel only has a few shining moments in Life as We
Know It during witty comedic
scenes.
Overall, the movie was a
bit slow to start. Everyone already knows that Holly and
Messer will end up as Sophie’s guardians, but director
Greg Berlanti spends more
time than necessary leading
up to this point in the film.
However, as soon as the
audience gets engaged, it’s
impossible to get bored or
lose focus. Of course, this is
definitely considered a “chick
flick” but it’s certainly not restrained to one specific age
group. Life as We Know It
would appeal to a group of
teenage girls or even a mother
and daughter looking to bond
over a good laugh. Keep a
look out for this movie that
hit theaters October 8, 2010.

Reeves’ ‘Let Me In’ is a thoughtful update
on Swedish original

Cory Beaudoin
Staﬀ Writer

Soon after Tomas Alfredson’s award-winning Swedish
film Lat den ratte komma in
(Let the Right One In) won
the top prize at the Tribeca
Film Festival in the fall of
2008, the remake patrol was
in hot pursuit and snatched
up the rights to redo a stillfresh gem of a film.
Soon after, Matt Reeves
signed on to direct, who was
only known previously for his
work directing the 2008
breakout hit Cloverfield.
Many were perplexed by the
rush to copy a film that hadn’t
even debuted in the states and
why a man so deft at recording teens witnessing a monster attack was right for the
job. I was excited; it didn’t
bother me, and I was curious
to see how a new director
would handle the brilliant
material.
Fast-forward to 2010,

where Let Me In hit theaters
on the first of the month. Released by indie label Overture, the film grossed a
less-than-impressive five million and finished eighth for
the weekend. The American
film (as does its Swedish
counterpart) follows Owen
(Oskar overseas), a troubled
and alienated twelve-year-old
boy who meets Abby (or Eli),
a strange new neighbor who
lights up his life and gives
him the courage to stand up
to his bully.
Chloe Moretz plays Abby,
who we find out is a hundreds-year-old vampire inhabiting the body of a
12-year-old girl. Moretz is insanely popular in Hollywood
at the moment, snatching up
roles left and right. She hit
the scene in April’s Kick Ass
as ‘Hit Girl’ and has since
charmed many a casting director looking for a tough

tween. Her
next big gig is
a role in Martin Scorsese’s
next, Hugo
Cabret. Kodi
Smit-McPhee
plays Owe.
Kodi hit the
scene last year
in John Hillcoat’s The
Road (my personal favorite
film of 2009).
The two play
off of each
other extremely well,
and share a
hell of a lot of
screen time
together.
Moretz plays
innocent and
brooding insanely well,
and SmitMcPhee gives
an absolutely
(MCT Campus) heart-wrenching performance; a scene where he tries to
reach out to his estranged father on the phone sticks out.
Rounding out the cast is
Oscar-nominated Richard
Jenkins and Elias Koteas.
Jenkins plays Abby’s ‘caretaker,’ and, sadly, only has
about five lines in the entire
film. But, he establishes his
character quite well and
quickly, and adds a dark,
murky layer to an already
pitch-black film.
Koteas plays a detective
hot on the trail of Abby and
her caretaker, and definitely
steals the film with his performance. His filmography as
an actor is heavy, yet there’s
only a few roles where he really comes into his own; his
turns in Zodiac and Cronenberg’s Crash come to mind.
We also have Dylan Minnette,
who plays Owen’s bully; the
young actor does an exceptional job looking and being

(MCT Campus)

terrifying. I absolutely racked
my brain trying to figure
where I’d seen him before; he
played Jack’s son on the sixth
season of Lost (quite well,
too).
Owen soon finds out
Abby’s M.O., and the detective soon finds out who’s
murdering all over town and
taking the blood. It takes a
very long time for the film to
reach any kind of plot point,
but during that period, we’re
treated to long, drawn-out sequences of Abby and Owen
talking, getting to know each
other, flirting, and falling in
love. On paper, a film about
two twelve-year-olds flirting
(as one of them is a vampire)
sounds stupid. But, seeing it
play out is a whole different
story. We are also treated to
crisp, impeccable cinematography and a dark, dark setting, coupled with meticulous
scene-by-scene shot composition and a soulful score by
music master Michael Giacchino (best known for scoring Up and TV’s Lost). An
eighties settings adds another
exciting layer that the
Swedish version didn’t have,
which is tied with memorable
tracks from Bowie, Blue Oyster Cul, and The Culture
Club.
I was extremely skeptical
going into the film, as I was a
big fan of the Alfredson’s
original (which itself is based
on a novel by John Lindqvist).
I daresay I was blown away
by how faithful the film was
to the source material and
how thoughtful Reeves’s direction really was.
My main concern was that
the climatic ‘swimming pool
scene’ was going to be
butchered (if you saw the
original, you know what I’m
talking about). But, it was remastered in all its glory, and
gave me more chills the second time around. Aside from
the fact that the filmmakers
felt the need to force f-bombs

into the already R-rated script
and a few bouts of laughable
CGI work, Let Me In is a marvelous, artsy and stunning
entry into 2010’s best films.
I give it 4 out of 5 bulldogs.
Oh, and to those looking for a
Twilight comparison… this
film is in a whole different
stratosphere. Vampires are
science-fiction, sure, but at no
point did Abby start
sparkling.

This movie earned 4
out of 5 bulldogs

The conflict around
Kings of Leon’s album
Come Around Sundown
october 15, 2010

Celeste Tennant
Staﬀ Writer

The Kings of Leon (KOL)
premiered their highly anticipated fifth album Come
Around Sundown online this
past week ahead of its October 19th US release date and
(if the recent tweet of the
band’s drummer Nathan Followill to a now former fan is
any indication) the album has
failed to excite listeners.
For the first time in the
band’s career an album has
stunted rather than forwarded their musical growth.
Come Around Sundown reflects an indecisive struggle
between the southern gritty
rock of KOL’s earlier work
and the arena bravado and
mainstream appeal of Only
By the Night—the band’s well

received fourth album which
established their presence in
the states. Though singular
tracks do stand out, such as
“Pyro” and “Pickup Truck,”
which remind fans of the soft
southern rock which gained
the band respect in the Indie
world, the album appears to
imitate authenticity. The band
chooses safe melodies, abandoning the strong rock vibe of
previous years.
Perhaps the expectations of
many fans aimed too high for
a band struggling to keep its
longtime fans while not scaring away their new mainstream audience. The band’s
attempt to compromise between their two personas and
conflicting sounds makes
each song play like an apology. The entire album seems
timid and unsure.

Although songs like “Radioactive” and “Birthday”
bring a fun guitar sound
which lifts listeners, the undecided nature of the album
overshadows the potential of
most songs—exemplified by
the out of place nostalgic pop
style of “Mary,” the song’s
retro sound is enough to
make any loyal fan cringe.
Hope seems to come halfway
through the album when the
band attempts to call back to
their southern rock roots in
“Back Down South.” However the track’s slow country
hook continuously on repeat
takes listeners to bed rather
than down south.
On a more positive note,
front-man Caleb Followill has
mastered his singing. He
shows confidence and consistency throughout his vocal
performance. On the other
hand, the amalgamation of
vocals and contrite instrumentals seems to clash rather
than flow together. The music
drones on lacking the assertive style of the band’s earlier tunes. Overall the album
is okay, improving on repeated listening. However, in
comparison to earlier KOL
music the songs are uninspiring and forgettable.
It would seem that the
members of the Kings of Leon
are at a crossroads, stuck between where they’ve been
and where they are going. I
hope with all sincerity they
can play once again with the
strength of performance their
prior four albums demonstrated they are so aptly capable of.

Word Vomit
Misuse

By Blair Worthington
Staﬀ Writer

A hungry soul,
consumes the depths of reality.
An empty mind,
does nothing with the knowledge.
A drained conscience,
acts with no morale.
An increasing desire,
prompts dysfunction.
A broken spirit,
withholds the flow of dreams.
The overflow of doubt,
empathizes with those giving up.

Take a Stand
By Sara Elder
Copy Editor

Say what you feel
Don’t hold it back
Your friends won’t mind
And your enemies don’t ma6er
But say what you feel
Because in one day, one hour, one minute, one second
You could be gone.
You could look at yourself in a sha6ered mirror
And wonder who that girl is looking back at you
Because you’re gone
Lost forever
Who you are is no more
And the person le5 is a stranger
All because you wouldn’t stand up.

Laughing While Dying
By Sara Elder
Copy Editor

‘What’s so funny, honey?’
Nothing, just the way my face bruises when you hit me
And the way you smile with glee
At the sound of my pain,
And how you tell me ‘no pain, no gain’
It’s funny how I cry till I fall asleep
It’s sad how you make me so weak.
I laugh because I don’t fight back
I laugh because you have what I lack,
Sometimes I laugh because I can’t stop crying,
And sometimes I laugh because I’m slowly dying.

5 Best songs you have never heard
Kings of Leon at the Grammys

By Coburn Childs
Staﬀ Writer

Thanks for checking in for
another edition of our new
column! I never promise that
the songs I write about are
completely unheard of, but I
will tell you they are worth a
listen. However, you may
have heard many of these current 5 songs, and that’s because I’ve dedicated this
week’s column solely to covers! What follows are some of
the most unique cover versions to some already great
tunes. Turn up your speakers
for the following songs…
1.)“Mad World” by The Red
Paintings
How do you make original a
song that has already been
covered to death? Well, these
guys have certainly done it.

(MCT Campus)

Strings, guitar, and a healthy
dose of auto-tune completely
reinvent the song that Tears
for Fears first produced, Gary
Jules made famous, and
Adam Lambert (and countless
others) have covered since.
Here, it’s quite a nice mix-up
of the repeated chorus and of
the second verse – check it
out; it’s very impressive and
stylistically ambitious.
2.)“Hallelujah” by Kate
Voegel
Another song that has been
covered numerous times by
many diverse artists, “Hallelujah” is just that type of
tune that needs to be done
right when covered. The
lyrics cry for heavy emotion
to be poured out not just in
voice, but in style, music,
rhythm, and tone. It is a song

that has a deep meaning, is
profound, and does not grow
weary, even if it uses just one
simple structure repeatedly.
And any artist who covers
“Hallelujah” must find something new to say about the
breathtaking ballad that
hasn’t been said before. Kate
Voegele meets all of these criteria like you have never
heard.

3.) “Creep” by Scala and Kolacny Brothers
I can guarantee you’ve heard
this song. You’ve even heard
this cover, as a ma6er of fact,
as it was prominently featured in the trailers for the recent move The Social
Network. What you probably
did not know was that this
Belgian girls choir’s cover of
Radiohead’s song debuted in
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2002 and has been quietly
creeping along, waiting for
the right kind of exposure
that it is finally starting to be
given. I dare you to try and
not get chills listening to it.

4.)“I Am… I Said” by Brooke
White
A5er covering it during her
American Idol days, Brooke
White went on to re-record
this Neil Diamond hit a5er
she le5 the show. Bringing her
sweet, signature style to this
bi6ersweet tune does not require White to rearrange the
music much; she simply
strives to give it depth
through a more upbeat
rhythm and her fantastic,
country-style voice. The result
is wonderful.
5.)“Carol of the Bells” by

Family Force Five
It’s certainly not too early in
the year to start thinking
about the holidays, and this
joyous tune is undoubtedly
the right song to propel you
into the season. Its hard-rock
sound does not exactly
scream Christmas spirit, but
the tune is all the more enjoyable for that. With a heavy
bass sound, pounding drums,
sweeping strings, and intense
electric feel, this is one
“Carol” that is easy to listen
to all year round!
Check back next week for
some new songs. If you want
to see the spotlight on one of
your li6le-known favorites,
feel free to drop us an email,
too!
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The Salmanson Dining
Hall experience

oc t o b er 15 , 20 10

Ashley Fullard
Staﬀ Writer

Salmanson Dining Hall,
located in the Unistructure, is
the main dining facility on
campus. Bryant students and
faculty alike congregate there
at least a twice day looking to
satisfy their hunger. So why is
it that so many of us leave
Salmanson extremely disappointed on a daily basis?
Salmanson claims to provide
a variety of foods ranging
from comfort food, vegetarian
specials and delicious
desserts. However, their claim
couldn’t be farther from the
truth. Salmanson offers substandard meals that are prepared with low quality
ingredients; at best, their food
is mediocre.
I believe the issue with
Salmo is that they’re trying to
accommodate everyone’s personal taste, but when they attempt to execute this plan and
turn in the food into feasible
meals they fall short. The only
way I see Salmo rectifying
this situation is by recognizing what it is they cook best
and that is most popular with
the students and faculty. Once
they establish what food is
popular and cooked best then
they should expand o
Take for example the pizza,
on most nights it’s okay but
then some nights it’s really
good. At first I just thought
they randomly had good
nights but then I started noticing the pizza is really good on
the nights, there isn’t a classic

meal which usually falls on
Taco Thursday.
Taking it one step further
that’s also the night I find they
have the chicken ceasar salad
pizza which is immensely
popular because it disappears
off the tray in a matter of seconds. Now let’s analyze this
for moment: Taco Thursday is
relatively easy to prepare for;
you cook a massive amount of
beans, a massive amount of
meat, have your shells and
fresh produce on the side, and
you’re done. That leaves time
to really focus on the other
foods in Salmo, and when you

“Salmanson offers substandard meals that are
prepared with low quality ingredients; at best,
their food is mediocre.”

can focus more on one food
the quality in the outcome is
sure to be superior.
Not to be misunderstood
or misinterpreted I’m not expecting Salmo to produce five
star quality food, however
when the average student is
shelling out at least two thousand dollars a semester for
food it needs to be something
that we actually want to eat.
So now that we’ve identified the problem and the solution, the next step is to put
these thoughts and ideas into
play. About once a month students should fill out a survey
and state what they’re really

enjoying, what they aren’t,
and what can just be done
away with all together. Salmo
should collect this data, analyze this data and use it to
make decisions about planning future menus.
All in all, I’d give the food
in Salmo two out of five bulldogs; they have some good
days, but for the most part the
quality and selection are unacceptable. The ultimate goal
of Salmo is to provide delicious satisfying food to its patrons on a daily basis, and
they can only achieve this if
they’re producing quality
food we all want to eat!

This dining hall experience earned 2 out of 5
bulldogs
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An all-access guide to
the fall movie season
By Laremy Legel
Film.com

Fall is the most dynamic season of
the entertainment calendar, with studios attempting to wring every last
drop out of the box office while
actively politicking for awards nominations. Luckily, not every film is a
gut-wrenching drama, and the next
three months also feature a sprinkling
of comedy to get you through the
rainy days.
Here are 25 films to be aware of as
the leaves change color, broken out
by potential box office hits, welcome
comic relief, the dreaded “potential
disaster” and, finally, Academy Award
contenders.
For more fall movie picks, news and reviews,
visit Film.com.

I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y E R I C G O O DW I N / M C T

PROJECTED
BOX OFFICE HIT

PROJECTED
BOX OFFICE HIT

 “The Town” (Sept. 17): Ben
Affleck’s second directorial effort looks
like a treat; shades of the modern bankrobbing classic “Heat” abound. The film
also features the wildly underrated
Rebecca Hall, unsung hero of “Vicky
Cristina Barcelona.”
 “Wall Street: Money Never
Sleeps” (Sept. 24): Oliver Stone’s follow up on Gordon Gekko closed the
Cannes Film Festival to largely positive
reviews. But will audiences want anything to do with a movie about the economy?

 “Unstoppable”
(Nov. 12): Denzel

PA R A M O U N T P I C T U R E S

“Paranormal Activity 2” premieres
in theaters Oct. 22.
PROJECTED
BOX OFFICE HIT

 “Paranormal Activity 2” (Oct.
22): The last one cleared nearly $200
million on a pauper’s budget. Even half
that take will work for Paramount
Pictures this time around.

COMIC
RELIEF

 “Easy A” (Sept. 17): Emma Stone
(“Zombieland”) has long been poised for
a breakout role. It looks like this high
school twist on Hawthorne’s “Scarlet
Letter” will be the film that pushes her
over the top.

COMIC
RELIEF

Washington and
Chris Pine star in a
film by Tony Scott
(“Man on Fire”)
about an unstoppable
train. That reads like
Denzel
a recipe for box
Washington
office success!
 “Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part One” (Nov. 19): The
“Potter” franchise is getting darker as it
nears the finish line, but audiences of all
ages should make this the most successful film of the year.
COMIC
RELIEF

 “Red” (Oct. 15): Bruce Willis,
Morgan Freeman, John Malkovich and
Helen Mirren star as former C.I.A.
agents on the run. Did we mention
Mirren fires a machine gun?

SCREEN GEMS

POTENTIAL
DISASTER

 “Devil” (Sept. 17): The first trailer
noted the story was written by M. Night
Shyamalan. Then they cut Shyamalan’s
name out of the marketing completely.
Neither move is a good sign.

Natalie Portman: “The Professional,”
“Heat” and “Beautiful Girls” cemented
Portman’s place in our pop culture consciousness when she was just a teenager.
She picked up an Academy Award nomination for “Closer” and pulled at our heartstrings with “Garden State.” She’s taken on

 “Tron: Legacy” (Dec. 17): The
momentum for the “Tron” sequel has
been building for three years. Look for
audiences to flock to the original CGI
concept.
COMIC
RELIEF

POTENTIAL
DISASTER

 “Saw 3D” (Oct. 29): It’s a race to
see which phenomenon audiences are
more tired of: The “Saw” franchise or
overpriced 3-D movies.
ACADEMY AWARD
CONTENDERS

 “The Social Network” (Oct. 1):
Skeptics initially thought “a drama about
the creation of Facebook?” And then the
trailer was released. Now everyone
wants to “like” it.

WA R N E R B R O S . E N T E R TA I N M E N T

Robert Downey Jr. and Zach
Galifianakis star in “Due Date.”

 “Due Date” (Nov. 5): If trailers
count for anything, then we’re in for a
treat when Robert Downey Jr. and Zach
Galifianakis team up for a new spin on
the classic road trip movie.
POTENTIAL
DISASTER

 “Burlesque” (Nov. 24): Speaking
of trailers, this might be the worst effort
released this year. The old adage is “If
they couldn’t find any decent footage to
show in the trailer, how do you think the
movie will turn out?”

ACADEMY AWARD
CONTENDERS

 “Catfish” (Sept. 17): One thing is
clear: the Academy Award winner for
Best Documentary is likely to come from
September. Will it be “Catfish,” a tale of
lies, impersonation and hurt feelings?
 “Waiting for ‘Superman’” (Sept.
24): Or perhaps Best Documentary will
go to this true life story of the failings of
the education system.
 “Howl” (Sept. 24): Audiences will
be wowed by James Franco’s take on
beat poet Allen Ginsberg. Uniquely, the
film is a hybrid animation/courtroom
drama, difficult to define much like the
poetry of Ginsberg himself.

PROJECTED
BOX OFFICE HIT

 “How Do You Know” (Dec. 17):
Comedy all-stars Paul Rudd, Reese
Witherspoon and Owen Wilson team up
for this December laugher. The bonus?
Jack Nicholson!

POTENTIAL
DISASTER

Emma Stone stars in the high
school comedy “Easy A.”

DI S N E Y E N T E R P R I S E S, I N C.

Jeff Bridges stars in sci-fi sequel
“Tron: Legacy.”

COLUMBIA PICTURES

“The Social Network” stars Justin
Timberlake and Jesse Eisenberg.

 “Nowhere Boy” (Oct. 8): If you’re
looking for dramatic fodder, you could
do far worse than the life and times of
John Lennon.
 “Secretariat” (Oct. 8): If there’s
one thing The Academy loves, it is tales
of inspiring animals. Look for this to
capture a few of the Oscars that eluded
“Seabiscuit.”

her share of both edgy (“V for
Vendetta”) and commercial
(“Star Wars: Episodes 1, 2 and
3”) work. This fall she’s found
the perfect director for critical
accolades: Darren Aronofsky. His
last film, “The Wrestler,” gained
nominations for Mickey Rourke
and Marisa Tomei. The major
difference this year? Portman
will win it.
Natalie Portman
L E O N A R D O RT I Z / O R A N G E
COUNTY REGISTER/MCT

ACADEMY AWARD
CONTENDERS

 “127 Hours” (Nov. 5): Danny
Boyle, only one year removed from his
Best Director run, returns with this
“based on real events” tale of a trapped
hiker. Reviews out of the festival circuit
have been largely positive.
 “Love and Other Drugs” (Nov.
24): Anne Hathaway is looking for her
second nomination for this Edward
Zwick (“Blood Diamond”) dramedy that
also stars Jake Gyllenhaal.

James Franco: He has a
harrowing tale of survival (“127
Hours”) and a harrowing tale of
beating censorship (“Howl”). This
is the season where people realize
Franco isn’t just a comic actor,
though his time on “Freaks and
Geeks” and guest appearances
on “30 Rock” show he’s also
gifted in that department.
Robert Duvall: We’re
cheating slightly here
because “Get Low”
received a limited release

FALL MOVIES 2010
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

 “Little Fockers” (Dec. 22): The
“Fockers” franchise enters its “Three
Men and a Little Lady” phase.
ACADEMY AWARD
CONTENDERS

 “Black Swan” (Dec. 1): Darren
Aronofsky (“The Wrestler”) brings
Natalie Portman to the big screen in a
reimagining of “Swan Lake.” Or perhaps
the film is the story of the musical
“Swan Lake” as Portman plays a ballerina. Whatever the case, you can expect
plenty of hardware to head this direction
come late February.
 “The Fighter”
(Dec. 10): David O.
Russell (“Three
Kings”) directs
Christian Bale and
Mark Wahlberg in a
boxing movie. Given
the release date, it’s
Christian
“Raging Bull” all over
Bale
again. Early buzz has
Bale as a frontrunner in the supporting
actor category.
 “True Grit” (Dec. 22): This is a
remake of the 1969 classic that starred
John Wayne. The Coen Brothers are
directing, and Jeff Bridges is attempting
to fill John Wayne’s shoes. It doesn’t get
more Academy than that.

in the summer, but Duvall’s seventh
Academy Award nomination (and second
win) is too juicy a story to pass up. Look
for Duvall to give a lovely acceptance
speech at the tender age of 80. And if you
haven’t seen “Get Low” it may be time to
put that on the calendar.
Anne Hathaway: Like Portman, she’s
paid her dues in comedy (“Get Smart”)
while still taking on challenging roles
(“Brokeback Mountain”). She’s also
already received a nomination for “Rachel
Getting Married,” so Academy voters will
be familiar with her work.

